
It is Ash Wednesday; the season of Lent begins today. But before focusing on Ashes or Lent, I want to relay an
experience that occurred last week.

Upon arrival in my room at a retreat center, I noticed a piece of hardware on the floor of the shower stall. Not
knowing what it was, and having learned years ago that is best for me to stay away from hardware and tools, I
pushed the piece aside and ignored it.

Later in the day a maintenance person told me he had fixed the shower and emphasized that the element on the
floor was important – it kept the shower door on the rail, and without it, there would have been problems -- a
bit of a mess even. He noted that it was not good to ignore that which was there to help us, especially when it
has to do with staying on track. He spoke hardware – I heard Lent.

As I listened to him, I was reminded that it is important not to ignore that which helps keep us on track, and not
to automatically push aside what we do not fully understand. I thought of Lent, a season that offers us
resources, practices – a personal invitation – intended to help us be on track – connected with God, with one
another, with our deepest self and our spiritual yearnings in life-giving ways.

It is Ash Wednesday; the season of Lent begins today. We are invited to the observance of a holy Lent and
encouraged to use the spiritual practices of the Church, which include self-examination and repentance; prayer,
fasting, and self-denial; and by reading and meditating on God’s holy Word. (BCP, p. 265)

We can choose to participate in Lent or we can ignore it. We can use some or all of the above practices, or we
can ignore them. Whatever we choose in the way of participation will make a difference in our lives, and, in
truth, can put us on the track to life. As the maintenance person said, it is not good to ignore that which is there
to help us. +Jim
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